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Corporate Governance’s Often-Pivotal Role in Litigation
H.S. Grace & Co. (HSG) will be co-sponsoring with the New York County Lawyers Association (NYCLA) a
virtual seminar titled “Governance’s Often Pivotal Role in Litigation" on Wednesday, February 3, 2021 which
will run from 5:30 PM to 8 PM EST. Attendees will receive a total of 3 CLE credits; 1 hour of CLE and 2 hours of
CLE ethics credit.

Many of you are long time readers of our Defining the Difference emails which provide snapshots of our work
on a wide variety of complex commercial matters. You have also viewed our writings in respected business
and legal professional, peer reviewed journals.

The NYCLA seminar will provide a broader, deeper understanding of our work on these complex commercial
matters. You will understand the seemingly counter-intuitive outcomes achieved in the cases, some from the
plaintiff and some from the defendant perspective.

You will also meet members of the Grace & Co. Board of Advisors who comprise the project teams. These are
the individuals who put the issues in these matters under deeply experienced business lens, provide an
assessment of the business merits of the claims, calculations of the actual damages, and insights into the
liabilities of directly and indirectly involved parties.

The seminar agenda and brief bios of our Advisors presenting the seminar are included within the NYCLA
event found here.

NYCLA permits us to invite non-members and has kindly extended a discount or non-members. Enter35off (no
spaces) during checkout to save $35 off of the non-member registration fee. Click here to register. Creating an
account is free.

For technical and account related issues, please contact NYCLA at dradjabov@nycla.org.
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